
THE ONLY 
MONITORING 
YOU NEED

Everything on a single dashboard.



Solar Analytics Monitoring gives you visibility over your entire fleet on a single dashboard.

Our simple-to-install 3G device will measure solar production, energy consumption, 
battery charging, system performance, faults and cost savings.

Powered by our sophisticated diagnostic tools and patented algorithms, the Solar 
Analytics Dashboard comes packed with features for you and your customers.

Improve competitiveness, manage maintenance, stay top of mind and build lasting value 
for your solar business.

It’s the only monitoring you need.



A FEW 
OF OUR 
FEATURES

Installed in under 30 minutes
Compact (2 pole) DIN rail mount
3CT and 6CT models 
Single, dual and three phase in one unit
Measure any AC circuit
Works with any inverter
Real time data (from 5 second intervals)
Expected vs actual solar production 
System fault notifications
System performance analysis
Configurable savings data for bill checking
Battery sizing calculator 
Battery monitoring 
Fleet and end user views
Co-branded dashboard
Bulk data uploads and downloads
LGC grade interval measurement 
PPA billing and invoicing
1% revenue grade accuracy
Australian-based support team 

3G



SAVE TIME IMPROVE SALES

Solar Smart Monitor Patented Algorithms Weather Data The DashboardSolar Panels House Load

Our fault and performance diagnostics 
provide you with insights designed to 
reduce site visits and time spent on site.

With one dashboard for all inverters and 
AC circuits, you get consolidated fleet 
management in a single view.

Bundle the Solar Analytics user-friendly 
dashboard into your solar offering to 
increase sales conversions.

By staying connected to your customers 
you can also increase future sales of 
upgrades or new products and services.



REDUCE SUPPORT 
COSTS

“ It’s absolutely imperative that you have Solar Analytics Monitoring, otherwise 
you just don’t have the clarity that you need. ” - Gareth, GreenElec Pty Ltd

FUTURE-PROOF 
YOUR OFFERING

Most Solar Analytics installations can be 
completed in under 30 minutes and our 
expert local support team are here to help.

Our friendly team will also handle your 
customers’ support enquiries leaving you 
to do what you do best.

The energy world is rapidly changing. 
Solar Analytics wants to empower people 
to navigate the new energy landscape. 

Prepare your customers for energy trading, 
storage and load management so when 
the time comes, it’s you they choose.



Solar Analytics is an Australian software company founded by solar industry veterens, 
data scientists, developers and passionate PV experts.

We design, develop and supply intelligent solar and energy monitoring solutions.

Our mission is to empower people to navigate the changing energy landscape.

1300 651 137
www.solaranalytics.com   |   sales@solaranalytics.com


